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Getting Started 
 
One of the most intimidating steps to overcome when starting a project is the first one.  So, here are 
some suggestions to begin: 

 Decide on the size of your finished postcard 

 On  blank paper, draw that size in the middle and cut out a ‘window’ 

 Use that window to travel around the photo image, to help decide what bit of the image you like 
best.  Is it the upturned boat and rocks in the foreground?  Is it the buildings in the background?  
Is it more of the water, or the land?  Does this image remind you of a picture you have taken of 
water…maybe you’d prefer to use that one instead… 

 Can you zoom in on your computer to enlarge different parts of the image?   

 Use tracing paper to make a simple sketch of the main areas…the horizon, shoreline, outlines of 
buildings, boats, bigger rocks.   Play around with various ideas…take your time, enjoy the 
process.  Working out your final composition might even help you decide which needlework 
technique you want to use 

 
Once you’ve decided on your final sketch, what will you stitch on? 

 For surface work, you might have something in your stash of quilting cottons that works.  If you 
choose a solid colour, the blankness of plain fabric can be daunting, so change it…dye with tea 
to add a sepia tone, or paint with a wash (diluted) of watercolour paints.  There are many online 
sites to help you with the fundamentals of fabric painting…check them out and experiment.  
Play on a larger piece of fabric, then choose the section that appeals as below:  
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 Some dyeing products I’ve used:  From the household:  Food dye; avocado pits;  powdered fruit 
drink (the unsweetened packets ie Kool-Aid – I get mine from “Almost Perfect”) but be careful 
as it’s a permanent dye.  Experiment with various dilutions to get the colour you like.  From an 
art store:    Children’s watercolours (Crayola, Ikea, etc); Pentel ‘FabricFun’ water color dyes; 
Caran D’Arche Neocolor II water-soluble wax pastels;  Jacquard ‘Lumiere’ acrylic paint.  Carol 
Rand and Suz Cuss have both had great success with diluted acrylic paints and fabric dyeing, and 
have held a number of workshops with the guild…two great resources in-house.   

 
The technique you choose may decide the ground fabric.  Here is where Mary Anne, our amazing 
librarian, and the guild’s extensive library and will be your best friends…  Here are a few ideas:  
 

   A Trapunto fish (on cotton) 
 

   
  
Encrusted Crustaceans and Encrusted Rock (by Wenda M) on cotton or linen…doesn’t that foreshore just 
beg to be encrusted?? 
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   A canvaswork shoreline…beauty in the threads and stitches 
 

  Sashiko patterns create texture 
 

  Pulled or drawn threads on linen, with encrustation 
 

  How about a Stumpwork frog…or boat…or house? 
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   Redwork works for a simple line drawing 
 

   Applique with minimal stitches  
 

  Uncomplicated surface work with embellishment 
 

 Mixed media using a vintage postcard with stitch embellishment 
 
All images are sourced from the internet and are used without permission…with apologies! 


